What is MeetAGenius

MeetAGenius is an app that helps you to get in touch with friends or new people in your neighborhood by arranging meal plan opportunities. With MeetAGenius launched on your Android phone, you can choose to host a meal, or join other people’s meal plans. With a little input information including food preference, location and time, you can easily find people who want to hang out for food with you. MeetAGenius is unique since it exclusively deals with food related activities. It keeps records of meal plans only, for the purpose of giving you relevant and up-to-date information. Moreover, MeetAGenius is personalized. Namely, it allows you to create or filter meal plans by particular food, location and time preference, so as to help you find the most suitable people you can eat out with. Hence, when you feel hungry, or lonely, don’t hesitate to use MeetAGenius to reach out, to socialize, and to have fun!